**Implementation Services** from GE Digital

Disciplined delivery methodologies assure timely and accurate completion.

**Implementation Services** ensure software solutions perform in your technical environment as expected.

Integrating disparate data sources can make IIoT realities challenging. GE Digital excels at integrating industrial systems from ERPs, process historians and performance management to the shop floor and engineering offices to plant management and corporate.

GE Digital’s Implementation Services help break down these barriers with broad IT expertise and deep knowledge of industrial technical needs.

Implementation phases are planned and executed for a logical and orderly introduction of solution capabilities— including preparing your staff for their ongoing responsibilities.

Our Digital Delivery Model methodologies are detailed in proposal appendices so your staff can understand what is happening every step of the way. Detailed questions are addressed in partnership with you both prior to and during each phase of Implementation.

GE Digital has resources in all regions of the world, assuring your access to global experts and local hands-on support.
Implementation Service Phases

Project Initiation
Develops a project plan aligned with approved scope in consultation with your project manager. Kickoff activities prepare staff for their responsibilities and define project governance, risk management and communication plans, supporting your goals and success criteria.

Solution Design
Prepares functional design specifications and test plans in alignment with stakeholders. Required inputs will be collected for configuring the solution per the scope of work.

System Connectivity
Ensures your solution has robust and tested connections with all specified systems along with data loading capabilities required for systems without a direct connection.

Application Configuration
Configures the application of best practice work processes and data hierarchies in accordance with specifications, including activation of queries, policies, analytics and needed visualizations.

Acceptance Testing
Verifies the solution capabilities are configured in accordance with the agreed solution requirements and design documentation. Documented test procedures will be executed with documented results.

Go-Live Deployment
Prepares the production environment for go-live and initiates end-users using the system. The readiness plan details all cutover tasks to be performed, reviewed and validated.

Coaching & Mentoring
Provides shoulder-to-shoulder user coaching & mentoring to drive adoption and provides any technical support needed while helping you drive adoption and achieve your goals.

Training Services
Simultaneous with implementation, GE Digital offers training in both software functionality and industrial best practices. A detailed training plan will be crafted as our collaboration progresses. Learn more here.
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